
A Positive attitude is the fundamental criteria for success. - William James.

Learning takes place When we understand and accept that we do have negative 
attitudes which generally we are able to identify in others but not in ourselves?
                                                                                       - Dr. Ramareddy Jaggavarapu.
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Coach for the team mindset

“See no Evil,  Hear no Evil,  Speak no Evil”  should  be  our  motto  and  this  leads  to learning.  

If  we  believe  we  are  RIGHT  and  the  others  are  WRONG,  then,  it results  in  non-learning. 

If  we  believe  that  the  others  are  may  be  RIGHT  and  may  be  we are  WRONG  with  

acceptance  leads  to  learning through discussions platform.                                                          .

Learning Attitude

SCIENCE OF MIND

You got
Anger?

You know it is
Not Good for You

How do you
Come Out of it?

Do you have a 
solution?

Enroll yourself in our 
A.I.Workshop

www.doctorofmind.org



We make it happen!

Have you ever pondered……..

Wake Up, and Take Charge
A Soaring Professional Career,
Consistent Good Health,
Happy and Meaningful Relationships………
The Answer lies in our Approach………..
The ability to elevate our Attitudinal Intelligence Scientifically is all that a common man dreams of.

The Value Proposition

How does The “Attitudinal Intelligence” Workshop ameliorate you? Workplace stress is a major cause of 
personal and emotional stress, health issue, and a general sense of frustration, leading to a sharp decline 
in productivity. 

Education YOU scientifically, in  better handling of these pressures and challenges, can not 
only help you avoid such conditions, but completely eliminate the source of productivity impeding lifestyle 
and diseases.

A defined work schedule of 10 hours can be achieved in 5 hours by raising the AIQ (Attitudinal Intelligence 
Quotient) factor, thus giving you more time to pursue your personal life. 

Making you aware and by bringing you face-to-face with your inner fears and frustrations, we equip you to 
face life and its various challenges better by emphasizing on improved ability to handle stress and avoid the 
hassles of life in general. 

Post workshop, the visible benefits is in the form of Value Creation which is the knowledge  and ways to deal 
with issues, thus leading to a higher productivity in both, your personal and professional life.

Why the meticulously laid plan was a washout?
Why things are suddenly going wrong on the personal front?
Why cause behind your falling health is absolutely unidentifiable?
Why it seems that you are the only one aspiring…… while every soul out in the world is achieving?
It’s comforting to shrug and surrender. Or, maybe, play the blame game and ultimately, get into the viscous
cycle of superstitious claptrap that tends to entangle you in an inescapable maze!
Unfortunately, we fail to acknowledge the reality and we fail to understand that for every problem, there is
a valid cause and a certain solution…….. A solution that lies, not externally, but within ourselves….. 
in our ATTITUDE!

One day with us can change your life for the best………Forever!!

With years of experience and passionately committed facilitators, RRJ Business Empowerment adds value
to your aspirations, ambitions and goals, by awakening you to your full potential and inner strengths,
thereby changing your life from one of mediocrity to that of excellence.

Working on the proven and unique concept of Scientific, Attitudinal and Motivational  BRAIN STORMING
sessions. RRJ understands and uncovers your beliefs, thoughts and attitudes.

Working in small groups we engage you in interactive sessions and an exciting and enlightening Q&A 
sessions, bring out the team spirit and a better understanding of your co-workers, and make sure that you
are brimming with positive energy. We, at RRJ promise you an entire change in your attitude that can work 
wonders in your lives.

For Corporates

Organization : Networking of all the direct and indirect stakeholders of the
                           organization working in their interest is called Organization.

Organization

1. Customers

2. Public Shareholders

3. Suppliers / Vendors

4. Financial Institutions

5. Government

6. Global Society

Direct Stakeholders Indirect Stakeholders

1. Promoters

2. Directors

3. C.E.O

4. Senior Managers

5. Managers

6. Employees

HIS Knowledge     

HIS Attitudinal Knowledge 

HIS Attitude

OTHERS Knowledge

OTHERS Attitudinal Knowledge 

OTHERS Attitude

A Manager who can manage people is called a Leader (Proactive Manager)

A  Manager  who  manages 

HIMSELF  can  only  manage  OTHERS

Entrepreneurship Leadership

+ People Management (85%)

Material Management (15%)
People Management(100%)

Coach for the team Mindset
Doctor of Mind
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